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FORMAL AND INTELLIGENT METHODS
FOR SECURITY AND RESILIENCE:
EDUCATION AND TRAINING ISSUES
Oksana POMOROVA and Sergii LYSENKO
Abstract: This article presents the results of the implementation of TEMPUS
SEREIN project in the Khmelnitsky National University. The main challenge was
to develop curriculum and course materials for masters and PhD students. The authors introduce the module description of the course “Formal and Intelligent Methods for Security and Resilience.” The module deals with the issues of development
and usage of formal methods for designing secure software systems and implementation of formal methods for assuring security of computer networks. We also present some issues on the usage of intelligent systems for security and address the
questions of enhancing systems’ resilience. The implementation of the developed
training course will improve the quality of education and will make graduates more
successful on the labour market.
Keywords: formal methods, security, resilience, artificial intelligence, B-method,
resilient system, software development, secure protocol, computer networks.

Introduction
Today relevance of cybersecurity is beyond any doubt.1 Every day each of us is faced
with the need to use information technology. In this situation, the actual problem is
providing of the security aspects for such technologies and hence, there is a need in
the specialists in security. However, the volume of specialist training in information
security and cybersecurity in Ukraine is insufficient.2,3 The peculiarity of training in
this field is a dynamic development of the object, and therefore learning content. This
problem is to be resolved by a timely updating of content and integration of basic and
flexible training course.
The way to solve this problem is to involve and implement international experience.
Such task is imposed on a Tempus − the European Union’s programme that supports
the modernization of higher education in the Partner Countries of Eastern Europe,
Central Asia, the Western Balkans and the Mediterranean region, through university
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cooperation projects.4 There are great attempts of the bringing new knowledge about
security and resilience,5,6,7 but due to dynamic evolution of the information technologies, the new knowledge and experience in cybersecurity are to be involved in educational process.
There is no surprise, that the TEMPUS SEREIN, which is acronym from official
name “Modernization of Postgraduate Studies on Security and Resilience for Human
and Industry Related Domains,” is appeared. The project is financed by the TEMPUS
programme. It encourages higher education institutions in the EU Member States and
partner countries to engage in structured cooperation through the establishment of
“consortia”. TEMPUS SEREIN project addresses the business and society demand
on high-qualified specialists on cybersecurity assessment and management by introducing international master/doctoral/in-service programs on Cybersecurity and Resilience.8 The main goal of the project is to produce new generation of engineering
and research staff capable of performing constructive development in cybersecurity
assessment and ensuring.
As a partner of the consortium, Khmelnitsky National University is responsible to develop the course CP1 “Formal (Intellectual) Methods for System Security and Resilience.”9
The main task of this course is to create a knowledge base for formal methods for
System Security and Resilience and to provide prerequisites for practical use of Bmethod for specifying and designing computer systems and software with formal notation. The study also expands the current research on artificial intelligence in cyber
defence.

What are Formal Methods?
Formal methods are a particular kind of mathematically based techniques for the
specification, development and verification of software and hardware systems. The
use of formal methods for software and hardware design is motivated by the expectation that, as in other engineering disciplines, performing appropriate mathematical
analysis can contribute to the reliability and robustness of a design. Formal methods
are best described as the application of a fairly broad variety of theoretical computer
science fundamentals, in particular logic calculi, formal languages, automata theory,
and program semantics, but also type systems and algebraic data types to problems in
software and hardware specification and verification.10 To be effective, formal methods are well integrated within industrial practice.11,12 For this reason, most formal
methods are equipped with methodological guidelines for a proper use in real-size
system development.
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Formal methods are applied in different areas of hardware and software, including
routers, Ethernet switches, routing protocols, and security applications. Nowadays
there are a great amount of approaches that demonstrate the importance and usage of
the formal methods for security.12,13

The Notion of Resilience
Resilience is the property of a system to remain trustworthy despite changes. Changes
of a different nature, whether due to failures of system components or varying operational conditions, significantly increase the complexity of system development.
Therefore, advanced development technologies are required to build robust and flexible system architectures capable of adapting to such changes. Moreover, powerful
quantitative techniques are needed to assess the impact of these changes on various
system characteristics.14-16

Artificial Intelligence for Security
Artificial intelligence as a field of scientific research has been employed in different
data mining and machine learning classification and prediction modelling schemes.17
Numerous useful applications already exist in the field cyber defence. They belong to
applications of artificial neural nets, support vector machines, genetic algorithms,
multi-agent systems. It has become obvious that many more cyber defence problems
can be solved successfully only when artificial intelligence methods are used. Wide
knowledge usage is necessary in decision making, and the intelligent decision support
is one of the yet unsolved problems in cyber defence.18
All above-mentioned questions are introduced in the developed module “CP1.Formal
and Intelligent Methods for Security and Resilience.”

CP1. Formal and Intelligent Methods for Security and Resilience:
Module Description
This course incudes three modules. The first one deals with the question about the
formal methods for Architecting Secure Software Systems. The second module presents some issues about the usage of the formal methods for computer networks, and
the third one introduces the notions of the resilience and the principals of the resilient
systems construction.

Introduction to Formal Methods
The first question the module unit gives an answer is what are the formal methods,
what is the nature of formal methods, benefits and limitation of the use of formal
methods and shows a symbiotic relationship between formal methods and security.19
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Formal Analysis and Design for Security Engineering
The second module unit is devoted to the formal analysis and design for engineering
security. This approach combines the goal-oriented requirements specification with
the formal design specification in order to develop secure software in a constructive,
provable and cost-effective way. It demonstrates how to provide a systematic and
automated bridge between semi-formal security requirements and formal design and
implementation using the formal methods.
The main problem that is covered in the unit is that the formal analysis and design for
engineering security demonstrates the completeness and consistency of the security
requirements, which are specified with knowledge acquisition for automated specifications when transformed to B formal specifications.20,21
Security design specifications and implementation are achieved by using the B formal
method that preserves the requisite security requirement properties.22
Formal Analysis and Design for Engineering Security considers security-specific elements in a systematic and constructive way while considering security early in the
development lifecycle. Moreover, employing Formal Analysis and Design for Engineering Security ensures a confidence for security evaluators in the evaluation of
trusted software. Nevertheless, the main side effect of employing formal methods in
development is the availability of sufficient traceability information at the various
phases of development and maintenance allowing for more accurate impact analysis
of security changes.23 Also, this unit presents a requirements’ driven software security
engineering approach with demonstrates how to integrate the semi-formal requirements methods with formal design methods in order to produce the assured software
security in a cost-effective manner, and how to bridge the gap between goal-oriented
requirements and formal design for security-specific elements of software.
Learning outcomes of the course unit: apply formal analysis and design for security
engineering to industry-related case studies in order to demonstrate the feasibility and
effectiveness of the approach in building secure computer systems and software in a
provable way.

Formal Methods for Architecting Secure Software Systems
This course unit is devoted to the problem of modelling and analysing the security
properties in architecture designs. This lection deals with such the semi-formal approaches, formal approaches, integrated semi-formal and formal approaches, and aspect-oriented approaches. This section demonstrates the usage of the modelling language UML to model security non-functional properties.24 Also in this module unit,
the significant need of such formal methods as automated analysis of non-functional
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properties is demonstrated. For this purpose, the architecture description languages,
Petri nets, temporal logic are used.
In order to achieve the modelling efficiency provided by UML and the rigorous analysis provided by formal methods, the usage of a combination of semi-formal UML
and formal methods are demonstrated, and as tools in the analysis the model checking
and theorem prover based approaches are used.
This course unit also demonstrates the profit of different notations, tailored notations.
It presents a quantity of notations that are suitable for modelling and analysing a
comprehensive collection of security properties in software architectures.
Learning outcomes of the course unit are: to model and analyse the security properties in architecture designs; model security functional and non-functional properties;
to use the automated analysis of non-functional properties by formal methods; use a
combination of semi-formal UML and formal methods in order to achieve the modelling efficiency provided by UML and the rigorous analysis provided by formal methods; to use the model checking and theorem prover as the tools in the analysis of nonfunctional properties; to use of different notations, tailored notations for modelling
and analysing a comprehensive collection of security properties in software architectures.

Formal Methods for a Certifiable Secure Software System
This course unit has introduced approaches for verifying security to the extent of the
source code level. This unit covers issues of a building of the minimal state machine
model, which is essential to prove that the model satisfies a defined some security
property.25 In addition, course unit takes up the question of the proving, that the security model satisfies the property using a mechanical verifier.
Course unit demonstrates the procedure of the code annotation is with preconditions
and postconditions. After that, it is shown, that the code should be partitioned into the
concepts of Event, Trusted, and Other Code. Finally, it should be demonstrated the
conformance of the Event Code and the code preconditions and postconditions with
the internal events, preconditions, and postconditions of the TLS; also, it should be
shown, that the Trusted Code and the Other Code are benign. Tools such as model
checkers and theorem provers are already available for verifying that a formal specification satisfies a security property of interest.26
Learning outcomes of the course unit: to use model checkers and theorem provers for
verifying that a formal specification satisfies a security property of interest; automatically generate test cases that check source code annotations; automatically construct
efficient provably correct code from specifications.
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Formal Methods for Assuring Security of Computer Networks
CP1 course also includes a unit which deals with the problem of formal methods for
an assuring the security of the computer networks. In this course unit as an example
of formal methods usage, a single session-based protocol, designed to provide mutual
authentication using a public-key infrastructure is presented.27
Unit brings into focus a single protocol and demonstrates how multiple logical systems and formal models are able to afford insight into security issues from a different
of points of view.
Unit tells that the authentication of logic and the BAN logic are considered as special-purpose modal logics, which are produced to enable the reasoning about freshness and trust. They pinpoint on the principals that have to be prepared to accept and
to believe with the purpose to trust in the correctness of a protocol.
In this course unit as a general-purpose language for describing and reasoning about
the behaviour of concurrent systems the process algebra CSP is presented. It is well
suited for reasoning about the high-level interactions and events that may occur during a run of a protocol.28
Learning outcomes of this course unit: to use the BAN logic and the authentication of
logic in order to verify in the correctness of a protocol; use the process algebra CSP
for describing and reasoning about the behaviour of concurrent systems and for reasoning about the high-level interactions and events that may occur during a run of a
protocol; take into account the security properties and build methods for assessing the
security of a system; use formal methods for the detection of weaknesses and possible
attacks; use and apply tools that automatically translate abstract descriptions of security protocols into process-algebraic descriptions that can be analysed with model
checkers.

Formal Methods for the Analysis of Security Protocols
In this module unit, the questions of the formal methods for the analysis of security
protocols are taken up. Here, an approach for the study of sound abstractions of
cryptography using process algebras is presented.29 Unit shows how to design a simple, abstract language for secure distributed communications with two forms of authentication (but no explicit cryptography). Such language is applicable to a large
class of protocols, and enables simple reasoning about security properties in the presence of active attackers, using labelled traces and equivalences. Also, this chapter introduces a process algebra for specifying and reasoning about (quantum) security
protocols.
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Another approach placed in this unit presents a method for verifying security protocols based on an abstract representation of protocols by Horn clauses.30 This method
is the foundation of the protocol verifier ProVerif. It is fully automatic, efficient, and
can handle an unbounded number of sessions and an unbounded message space. It
supports various cryptographic primitives defined by rewrite rules or equations. It is
shown how to prove such security properties as authentication and process equivalences.
Another chapter of this unit tells how security protocols are analysed using a variety
of tools and is focusing on a variety of properties. Here, the Dolev-Yao, Rational Attacker and General Attacker threat models are discussed.31 The general threat model
for security protocols based on set-rewriting that was adopted in AVISPA 32 is leveraged so as to express the General Attacker. Also, it is shown how to use the model
checker SATMC 33 in order to automatically validate a protocol under the new
threats, so that retaliation and anticipation attacks can automatically be found.
Learning outcomes of the course unit are: to model and verify security protocols, analyse security protocols by using the threat models.

Formal Methods for Security of the Wireless Systems
Another course unit of the module is devoted to the formal methods for security of
the wireless systems.34 In this unit, we deal with the question of the usage the wellknown technique of process calculus to the modelling of secure features of wireless
systems. In addition, the question about the trust-based security to develop security
mechanisms specifically tailored for wireless systems is discussed.35 For this purpose,
different process calculi are presented. The first one is a timed process calculus for
wireless systems (TCWS). Here the questions about timing aspects and communication interferences are focused. This approach demonstrates the calculus dealing with
time and interferences for wireless systems, because other calculi rely on the presence
of some MAC-level protocol to remove interferences. However, in wireless systems
collisions cannot be avoided although there are protocols to reduce their occurrences.36
Another formal method called timed process calculus is presented in this unit. It is
intended for modelling the local broadcast communications and time passing, operating a distinction in the labelled transition system between transitions for modelling
sending and receiving actions and transitions for modelling the passage of time.
Also, module unit presents a notion of well-formedness over the networks and it
shows a proof that it is preserved at run-time. In this unit, it is demonstrated the usability of the calculus to model the Carrier Sense Multiple Access scheme, a widelyused MAC level protocol in which a device senses the channel before transmitting.
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Here, a main behavioural equivalence a timed variant of the reduction barbed congruence is provided.35 As usual, when working with barbed congruence, it is useful to define a labelled bisimilarity as a proof-method. Thus, it is shown a soundness result
which states that our labelled bisimilarity implies our timed barbed reduction congruence. Then it is proved a number of algebraic laws on well-formed networks using the
bisimulation proof-technique.
Unit presents another process calculus for MANETs called A Calculus of Trustworthy Ad hoc Networks (CTAN). Here a mobility of nodes and trust-based security are
focused on, and it is shown how to implement a trust model in the calculus. Trust relations among nodes are represented by an association of a security level to them. The
main objective of the model is to isolate bad nodes, i.e. nodes that do not behave as
expected. In order to achieve this affect supported node revocation is involved. The
process calculus for wireless networks embodying a trust model is presented here.37
In this module unit, it is shown that A Calculus of Trustworthy Ad hoc Networks is
able to satisfy safety properties, aiming at guaranteeing that only authorised nodes receive sensible information.38 Finally, it is presented how to use the calculus to formalise and analyse a secure version of the leader election algorithm for MANETs.39
Then it is shown how to encode the endairA routing protocol for ad hoc networks is
provided.
The last question of the unit demonstrates some timing aspects in order to express the
relationship between trust and time. Using such calculus, it is possible to formalise
the secure, on-demand routing protocol ARAN that uses cryptographic certificates
with a time validity.
Learning outcomes of the course unit are to use different technique of process calculus to model of secure features of wireless systems.

Intellectual Methods for Security
Course unit includes a review of the artificial intelligence methods in their application
to network intrusion detection system.40 Such techniques as artificial neural networks,
support vector machines, genetic algorithms and fuzzy neural networks, some aspects
of the usage of the multi-agent systems for security are described in this module.41,42
Unit presents an overview of intrusion detection systems and the recent advances in
artificial intelligence; it presents a brief account of some artificial intelligence techniques and their applications in intrusion detection system.
Also, unit discusses the concept of hybridization and ensemblage of artificial intelligence techniques and the possible hybrid architectures that researchers could explore
in their design and development of intrusion detection systems.
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In module unit, a new multi-agent based approach for botnet detection in a corporate
area network using fuzzy logic is proposed. The detection is performed in the situations of priori uncertainty of the botnet presence in the corporate area network with
taking into account the botnet demonstrations in the several computer systems available in the network.43,44 With the usage of fuzzy logic, the analysis of the botnets' actions demonstrations in the situation of the intentionally computer system reconnection is performed. Fuzzy expert system for making conclusion about botnet presence
degree in computer systems is developed. Fuzzy expert system takes into account the
demonstration degree of reconnected computer system, demonstration degree of
probably infected computer systems and demonstration degree of other computer
systems available in the corporate area network that probably were not infected.
Learning outcomes of the course unit: to architect of an intelligent system for information security management; build the adaptive and capable systems for discovering
and building new knowledge for the information security domain; use the techniques
based on Artificial Intelligence for information security management and cyber defence.

Resilient Systems
In this unit, an overview of the main concepts and properties appearing in the development of resilient systems are given.45 The notion of “resilience” is consider as an
evolution of the dependability concept and it is discussed how the goal-oriented development facilitates engineering of resilient systems. Unit gives attention to the dynamic system reconfiguration as the main mechanism for achieving system resilience.
Since resilience is an evolution of the notion of dependability, majority of its concepts are grounded in the classical definitions proposed for dependability that are also
discussed in this unit.46,47 So such attributes of the dependability as availability, reliability, safety, integrity, maintainability, confidentiality are explained in this chapter.
Also, the notion of the goal-based development is explicated as the resilience can be
seen as a property that allows the system to progress towards achieving its goals.
As a development of a resilient system is a challenging engineering task, this module
unit demonstrates that it should be significantly facilitated by the use of formal
model-based techniques. Also, unit shows how to build a resilient system in a rigorous way and how to verify that the system specification meets the requirements. For
this purpose, the formal methods are used. In this section as a formal development
framework Event-B is presented. The Event-B formalism—a variation of the B
Method 48—is a state-based formal approach that promotes the correct-by-construction development approach and verification by theorem proving.49 The Event-B
framework was influenced by the Action Systems − a formal approach to model distributed, parallel, and reactive systems.
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Unit of the module says that the quantitative assessment plays an important role in the
process of resilient system development because it allows the developers to predict
the impact of changes on such vital aspects as, e.g., reliability and performance.
Quantitative analysis helps to find suitable trade-offs between these properties as well
as evaluate the impact of different architectural alternatives on system resilience.
Therefore, in this unit it is shown the possibility of integration of formal development
in Event-B with quantitative resilience assessment.

Formal Development and Quantitative Assessment of Resilient Distributed
Systems
In this unit, as a case study a process of the development and assessment of distributed resilient systems is presented.50-54 Such process includes steps: model construction in event-B, resilience-explicit development based on functional decomposition,
modelling component interactions, execution of a resilient-explicit goal-oriented refinement process, and an implementation of modelling and assessment of resilient architectures.
Thus, unit shows that a development of a distributed system in Event-B starts from
creating an abstract system specification (model). After it shows how to build an
Event-B model for a centralized system that exhibits the desired externally observable
behaviour and properties, and how to transform the abstract model into a detailed
system specification by gradually unfolding the system architecture, precisely defining the functional behaviour as well as deriving a detailed representation of component interactions. As the quantitative assessment of different resilience characteristics
is an essential part of the system design for resilience, it is shown that Event-B models can be augmented with quantitative data and, are able to be as a basis for quantitative resilience assessment.
The next step is the resilience-explicit development based on functional decomposition. Here, unit demonstrates how to define the resilience-explicit refinement process
for such systems. Then the question about the generic functional decomposition as a
refinement step that results in defining a high-level execution flow is discussed. It is
shown how to establish a connection between a global system failure and the corresponding failures in the execution flow. Further, it is demonstrated how refinement
can be used for deriving the component- based system architecture and linking component failures with those in the system execution flow. The next step is to carry out a
detailed analysis of component interactions. To facilitate reasoning about such cooperative behaviour, the components are considered as agents and a resilient distributed
system as a multi-agent system. The multi-agent modelling enables to define the essential properties of cooperative agent activities.
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The next step to be performed is the execution of the resilient-explicit goal-oriented
refinement process. Module unit introduces the detailed description of such process.
First, it is shown how to define a set of specification and refinement patterns that reflect the main concepts of the goal-oriented development. It is shown that the refinement approach is employed to support the goal decomposition process, thus allowing
us to define the system goals at different levels of abstraction. So, the same strategy
for development of distributed goal-oriented systems by refinement is followed. Unit
shows how to define the system goals, perform goal decomposition by refinement,
and then how to introduce a representation of system agents, whose collaborative activities ensure goal reachability. Therefore, this resilience-explicit goal-oriented refinement approach aims at ensuring goal reachability “by construction.” It allows the
developers to systematically introduce the required reconfiguration mechanisms to
ensure that the system progresses towards achieving its goals despite agent failures
(thereby, address “negative” changes) or becomes more performant by using its
agents more efficiently (thereby, address “positive” changes).
In order to achieve the system resilience a dynamic reconfiguration is used. It allows
the system to adapt to changes by modifying its structure, inter-agent relationships
and dependencies. Unit demonstrates how deformalize the possible interdependencies
between goals and agents and to formulate the conditions for ensuring goal reachability in a reconfigurable multi-agent system. The proposed formalization gives a formal
systematization of the introduced concepts and can be seen as generic guidelines for
designing reconfigurable systems. Finally, in order to evaluate the impact of reconfiguration on the system performance and reliability, it is demonstrated how to augment
the resulting Event-B models defining various reconfiguration scenarios with the necessary probabilistic information and how to quantitatively assess different reconfiguration strategies.
The resilience-explicit goal-oriented development approach assumes that the agents
are sufficiently reliable. To validate such an assumption and to derive the constraints
on agents’ reliability, it is needed to employ quantitative analysis. Quantitative assessment is also required to evaluate the impact of various architectural solutions on
the system performance and reliability. Integration with probabilistic model checking
in PRISM allows us to achieve these objectives. Here it is shown how Event-B models are augmented with quantitative data and are transformed into input models for
the PRISM model checker. As a result, quantitative assessment allows the designers
to make informed design choices and develop systems with predictable resilience
characteristics.
In the last part of this module unit it is demonstrated how a resilient-explicit refinement approach can be adopted to derive distributed architectures with the incorporated fault tolerance mechanisms. In this unit, it is demonstrated how to perform a re-
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silience assessment of architectural alternatives by discrete event simulation in
SimPy,55 and how the quantitative analysis in SimPy allows us to evaluate the impact
of a particular architectural solution on the system reliability/performance ratio.

Conclusions
The development of the training course within the SEREIN project has made it possible to eliminate knowledge gaps in the field of cybersecurity, especially in the questions of the resilient system development.
The implementation of the project SEREIN in Khmelnitsky National University will
allow forming the new generation of engineering and research staff, which are able to
perform the constructive development in cybersecurity assessment.
TEMPUS SEREIN project has made it possible to involve experience from the partner of the consortium into Ukrainian educational process. Communication with colleagues, study their experience have enabled us faster, better and more effectively
build curricula.
We hope that masters and PhD students in the Khmelnitsky National University will
study developed course successfully and become well-trained professionals in the
field of cybersecurity.
We greatly appreciate all our partners for the fruitful collaboration, exchange of experience. We look forward to further cooperation.
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